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Summary. In "Geometrie der Gewebe" by BLASCHKE and BOL 1) the 
necessary and sufficient cóndition is given. which has to be satisfied in 
order that a3-web be hexagonal. But th is condition is ony usabIe when 
the three vector fjelds of the tangent vectors of the curves are known. This 
paper deals with the case that the 3-web isgiven by a cu bic differential 
form . which coefficients are functions of the coordinates. and gives the 
condition which has to be satisfied by these coefficients in order that the 
3-web involved be hexagonal. 

A 3-web in a two-dimensional space is defined as a triple in fini te system 
of curves with the property that through every point of a definite reg ion 
passes one curve of each system. Let the curves through an arbitrarily 
chosen point P of the region belonging to the first . second and third system 
be denoted by Cl. C2 and C3 respeçtively. Consider a point A of Cl' Let 
B be the point of intersection of the (3)-c~rve through A and C2 • C the 
point of intersection of the (1 )-curve through Band C 3 • D the point of 
intersection of the (2) -curve through C and Cl and so on till we get the 
points A. B, C, D, E, F and G , where G lies just as A on Cl' IE this point G 
coincides with A for every choice of Pand A the 3-web is called a 
hexagonal 3-web. 

In the following we consider the 3-web given by the null directions of a 
cubic differential form 

Phij dyh dyl dyl, (h, i , . . . = 1. 2) (1) 

which is supposed to have in each point of a certain reg ion three different 
real null directions. The purpose of th is paper is to derive the conditions 
which has to be satisfied by the phij (y l. y2) in order that this 3-web be 
hexagonal. 

We shall arrive at the following re'sult: 
The (symmetrical) tensor phij determines a tensor ghi up to a multi

plicative factor by the equation 

Phij ghi = O. (2) 

We choose one of the solutions of this equation (different from the zero 
solution). which has always the rank two. Therefore there exists a covariant 
tensor ghi defined by 

. h ~ = 0, h =f i 
gij gJh = Ai _ 1 h _ . 

-, -I 
(3) 

1) Springer. Berlin 1938. par. 17. 
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The ghi and gih are used for the raising and lowering of indices. Then a 
covariant derivative can be defined by the equation 

(4) 

If the curvature affinor of this covariant derivative is denoted by Nic)? , 
we may write 

. (5) 

which equation determines the coefficients nh and n uniquely. 
A hexagonal 3-web is characterised by the relation 

Ol n2 - 02 nl = 0 (6) 

which means that' ni has to be a gradient. 

In order to prove this theorem we choose the coordinate system so that 
the curves yl = constant and y2 = constant formtwo of the three systems. 
Then the directions (1.0) and (0.1) satisfy the equation 

(7) 

from which it folIows PIU = P 222 = 0. As Pl12 c:j= 0, because the three 
nulI directions are supposed to be different, and the 3-web only depends 
on the ratio of the components phi j, we may take 

PIII = P222 = 0 PII2 = 1 P221 = - {J -=f O. (8) 

From this we see that the vector ({J, 1) is a tangent vector of the curve of 
the third system. Now a 3-web is hexagonal if the third system has an 
equation of the form 

<p (gl) = 11' (g2) + C, • (9) 

wh ere C is a parameter of the system 2). If ({J, 1) is the tangent vector of 
this system we have 

(10) 

In this case {J is the product of a function of yl and a function of y2 and 
therefore 

. (11) 

Conversely if (J satisfies the equation (11) it can be written in the form 
(10) from which (9) folIows by integration. Thus (11) is a necessary and 
sufficient condition that the 3-web be hexagonal. . 

From (2) and (8) we obtain the ratio of the components of the tensor ghi. 
We choose 

gll=2, 1 
g

I2 _ _ 

- {J' 
2 

9
22 _ _ 

- (J2' . (12) 

2) See l.i. W . BLASCHKE und G. BOL, l.c . pag. 17. 
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from which it follows 

· (13) 

The parameters IIJi of the covariant derivative are on account of (4) 

· (14) 

where ~;A are the CHRISTOFFEL symbols belonging to the tensor ghi and 

P'i = ghl Pjil. . . . . . . . . . (15) 

With respect to the chosen coordinate system P'i has the following 
components 

1_11_ 1- 2_2 2_ 1 2 _ 
Pl1 - P' PI2 - -1. PJ2 - - 2 fJ, Pl1 - p2 ' PI2 - - P' P22 - -1. (16) 

whereas the components of p~i are 
) 

PIII_~ pI2-~ p22 -O pll-O pI2-_~ p22- 3 . (17) - fJ' 1 - fJ2' I - , 2 - : 2 - /3 ' 2 - - p2 

Then the N j ; can be found from 

N ·· =;1>h IIh _;1>. IIh + IIh III - IIh III (19) 
)1 - u ji u) hi hl ji jl hl • • • 

This leads to 

From 

N - _ ~ /311 _ ~ fJI2 + ~ /31/32 + /32 _ /11 ~ ~ ~ 
11 - 3 fJ 3 /32 3 /33 . /33 iJi 2 fJ2 

N I2 = ~ /311 + ~ /3t - ~ /3~2 - ~ ~; - ~I + ~ ~ = l'!21 · (20) 

N n = - ~ /311 /3 - ~ /312 + ~ fJI/32 - ! /32 + 2 fJI - ~ 
3 3 3 /3 2fJ 2' 

Pjiph -[Ah 
I ji - I 

9 [= - . . . . . . (21) 
/32 



and (5) it follows 
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n --! Nh - phj 
/- I J t (22) 

This equation enahles us to compute the components of ni_ They are 

(23) 

from which it follows 

· (24) 

And as we have seen is a hexagonal 3~web exactly characterised by the 
vanishing of this expression. But with these considerations the proof is not 
yet complete. It is trile that the result is independent of the special choice 
of the coordinate system, the left hand side of the equation (24) biting an 
a ffinor , but we still have to show that (J remairis unaltered when phij and 
gij are multiplied by arbitrary factors, for only the ratio of the components 
of these tensors are determined by the 3~web. 

If gij is multiplied by a2 and p7j by À., the n't will change into 

· (25) 

with 

I 
T'i _ A'ai+A7aj-gijoh-Z(À-I)p'i,(ot=otloga). (26) 

As a consequence we have 

For the calculation of this expression the following relations are useful: 

\l[k P'li =ghm \l[k Pil tm - ptt:' Pjlim = ghm \l[k \ljl gim - !. 
(29) 

_ pkm ~ _! hm (N + N ) _ pkm p [k Pilim - 2 9 kjlm kjmi [k jlim 

from which 

· (30) 

where the coefficient C ,need not he indicated more precisely. It turns 
out that 

(31) 
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Consequently 

1 
" i ~ "i - ai - "2 Oh log 1, (32) 

which shows that the new ni is obtained from the first one by addition of a 
gradient. Sa the expression 

f) = Ol "2 -'"0"1 . (33) 

is invariant and our special choice of ghi and ph ij has had no influence upon 
the result: 

() = 0 characterises a hexagonal 3-web. 


